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Answer any two from Group A and two from Group B of the following questions  

 

Group :A            Marks:20 (10+10) 

Paper /Unit: Paper:  Theory : 101.1 

 

    1. (i) Find the characteristics equation of the matix A. Hence find  

                                      

          (ii) Consider the matrix M = . Find the eigen values of M.      

 

     2.   (i) Evaluate  

           (ii) Given that X1 =(2,1,0),X2=(1,0,-1),X3=(3,7,-1) is a basis of R3 and assuming that we are  

                 working with the standard Euclidean inner product , construct an orthonormal basis for R3.   

     3.   (i) Evaluate  ,where c is a circle IzI=2     

             (ii) determine the analytic function whose imaginary part is  

      4.  (i) Find a matrix P which diagonalizes the matrix A= , verify AP=D where D is a  

                diagonal matrix.                                                                                                                                                       

        (ii) Find the rank of the matrix   .   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Group :B            Marks:20 (10+10) 

Paper /Unit: Paper:  Theory: 101.2 

 

       5.   Find the Lagrangian equation of motion for an electric circuit consisting an inductor (L) and  

            a    capacitor ( C ). The capacitor is charged to q coulomb and current flowing in the circuit is    

             i ampere. 

             Find out Lagrangian and Hamiltonian of a system as shown in figure below, where a mass m  

            is connected on either side with spring of spring constant K1 and K2 . The free ends of each  

            springs are tied to rigid supports.  

                   

        6.  Applying small oscillation method, find out the natural frequencies of a linear non- 

             symmetric di-atomic  molecule (AB), vibrates only in a horizontal plane. What will happen 

             if  the mass of atom A becomes equal to the  mass of atom B ?  

 

        Derive Lagrangian and Hamiltonian of a particle in relativistic mechanics.     

    

        7.  What do you mean by velocity dependent potential ? A charge particle is moving in an  

             electromagnetic field. Show that the general potential in this case will be   , 

            where ɸ and   represent scalar and vector potential respectively. 

 

            State Hamilton’s Principle. Also derive modified Hamilton’s Principle from Hamilton’s      

            Principle . 

        8.     

                      

             Considering the above arrangement, clearly explain the symmetric and asymmetric mode of  

             vibration. [where m represent masses, k & k/ represent spring  constant]. 

            The mutual potential energy of two particle system is given as              , where r  

             represent separation between two particles and a,b are two positive constants.   

            Then find out the condition for stable and unstable equilibrium.      


